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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,
Plaintiffs
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

:
:
:
: Case No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
: Collective Action
:
: Jury Trial Demanded
:
:
:

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR CONDITIONAL CERTIFICATION
Plaintiff Cheryl C. Bradley (“Bradley”), Plaintiff John M. Wakefield (“Wakefield”) and
Plaintiff Maija Liisa Varda (“Varda,” together with Bradley and Wakefield, “Plaintiffs”) on
behalf of themselves and other similarly-situated past and current Site Managers and Managing
Editors employed by Defendant Vox Media, Inc., d/b/a SB Nation (“Vox”) within its SB Nation
business division, by and through undersigned counsel, and for the reasons set forth in the
attached Memorandum of Law and pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), respectfully request that this
Court:
1.

Conditionally certify a class of all persons who are working or have performed

work for Vox in the United States as a Site Manager or Managing Editor within Vox’s SB
Nation business division at any time since October 23, 2014 (collectively “Site Managers” or the
“FLSA Class”);1

1

With regard to those who have already filed a signed consent form with the Court, those
members of the FLSA Class have an earlier limitations period, tolled as of the dates of their
filings.
1
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2.

Order Defendant to produce to Plaintiffs’ counsel the names, last known

addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses of all potential members of the FLSA Class
within ten (10) days of the date of Order;
3.

Permit Plaintiffs to issue notice to all potential members of the FLSA Class by

first-class mail and electronic mail, informing them of their right to opt in to this case;
4.

Order an opt-in period of ninety (90) days, beginning from the date of Plaintiffs’

first issuance of notice;
5.

Allow Plaintiffs to send reminder notices by first-class mail and electronic mail to

all potential members of the FLSA Class who have not yet responded to notice within forty-five
(45) days of the first issuance of notice;
6.

Approve Plaintiffs’ proposed form of notice, attached hereto as Exhibit F, and

Plaintiffs’ proposed Opt-In Consent Form, attached hereto as Exhibit G, to be included in the
issuance of notice pursuant to paragraphs 3-5;
Pursuant to L. Civ. R. 7(m), on September 18, 2017, counsel for Plaintiffs conferred with
counsel for Defendant to determine whether Defendant would stipulate to the relief sought in this
Motion. Defendant failed to stipulate to the relief sought in this Motion.

Dated: October 23, 2017

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ James E. Goodley__________________
James E. Goodley (Bar. No. PA0069)
Judith Sznyter (Bar No. 982325)
Stephen J. Holroyd*
Marc. L. Gelman*
JENNINGS SIGMOND, P.C.
1835 Market Street, Suite 2800
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: (215) 351-0613/0641/0670/0623
jgoodley@jslex.com
2
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jsznyter@jslex.com
sholroyd@jslex.com
mgelman@jslex.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the FLSA Class
* Admitted Pro Hac Vice

3
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INTRODUCTION
This is a collective action lawsuit seeking unpaid minimum wages and overtime under
the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), 29 U.S.C. § 201 et seq. The Plaintiffs are: Cheryl C.
Bradley (“Bradley”), John M. Wakefield (“Wakefield”), and Maija Liisa Varda (“Varda” and,
together with Bradley and Wakefield, “Plaintiffs”), who bring this action on behalf of themselves
and other similarly-situated past and current Site Managers and Managing Editors who
performed work for Vox Media, Inc., d/b/a SB Nation (“Vox”) within its SB Nation business
division from October 23, 2014 through the present. 1 Despite the fact that Plaintiffs worked 3040 hours a week or more creating online media content and managing Vox’s websites to drive up
traffic and create lucrative advertising revenue streams, Plaintiffs were compensated at
astonishingly low wages. Plaintiffs did not share in any advertising revenue and instead received
flat monthly salaries ranging from $50 to $400 per month. For the reasons described below and
pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court:
1.

Conditionally certify a class of all persons who are working or have performed

work for Vox in the United States as a Site Manager or Managing Editor within Vox’s SB
Nation business division at any time since October 23, 2014 (collectively “Site Managers” or the
“FLSA Class”);
2.

Order Defendant to produce to Plaintiffs’ counsel the names, last known

addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses of all potential members of the FLSA Class
within ten (10) days of the date of Order;

1

With regard to those who have already filed a signed consent form with the Court, those
members of the FLSA Class have an earlier limitations period, tolled as of the dates of their
filings.
1
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3.

Permit Plaintiffs to issue notice to all potential members of the FLSA Class by

first-class mail and electronic mail, informing them of their right to opt in to this case.
4.

Order an opt-in period of ninety (90) days, beginning from the date of Plaintiffs’

first issuance of notice.
5.

Allow Plaintiffs to send reminder notices by first-class mail and electronic mail to

all potential members of the FLSA Class who have not yet responded to notice within forty-five
(45) days of the first issuance of notice.
6.

Approve Plaintiffs’ proposed form of notice, attached hereto as Exhibit F, and

Plaintiffs’ proposed Opt-In Consent Form, attached hereto as Exhibit G, to be included in the
issuance of notice pursuant to paragraphs 3-5.
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A.

Procedural History

On September 1, 2017, Plaintiff Bradley filed this FLSA Collective Action Lawsuit, on
behalf of herself and other similarly-situated past and current Site Managers and Managing
Editors (collectively “Site Managers”) employed by Vox within its SB Nation business division
since September 1, 2014, alleging minimum wage and overtime violations. ECF No. 1. Vox
filed a Motion to Dismiss the Complaint on October 9, 2017, ECF No. 13, as well as a Motion to
Take Judicial Notice in support thereof, ECF No. 14. Concurrent with this Motion, Plaintiffs
Bradley, Wakefield, and Varda file their First Amended Collective Action Complaint (“FAC”),
on behalf of themselves and other similarly-situated past and current Site Managers. ECF No.
16. Vox’s Motion to Dismiss and Motion to Take Judicial Notice were thereby mooted by the
filing of the FAC.

2
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B.

The Parties

Defendant Vox is a Delaware corporation that is headquartered in this judicial district and
operates nationwide. Vox is an online media company worth an estimated $1 Billion. One of
Vox’s business divisions is known as “SB Nation,” which maintains hundreds of sports websites
affiliated with its business. FAC ¶¶ 6, 112.
Plaintiff Bradley was employed by Vox as a Site Manager of Vox’s “Mile High Hockey”
website from on or about June 2013 through on or about February 2015. FAC ¶¶ 3, 14. Mile
High Hockey is SB Nation’s website for the Colorado Avalanche, a professional ice hockey
team, which is part of the National Hockey League (“NHL”). FAC ¶ 16.
Plaintiff Wakefield was employed by Vox as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Through It All
Together” website from on or about December 2015 through on or about May 2017. FAC ¶¶ 4,
23. Through It All Together is SB Nation’s website for Leeds United Football Club (“Leeds
United”), an English professional soccer team. FAC ¶ 25.
Plaintiff Varda is currently employed by Vox as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Twinkie
Town” website and has been so employed since approximately May 2016. FAC ¶¶ 5, 33.
Twinkie Town is SB Nation’s website for the Minnesota Twins, a professional baseball team,
which is part of Major League Baseball (“MLB”). FAC ¶ 35.
Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), all Plaintiffs consented in writing to their party status in
this action. FAC ¶¶ 3-5, ECF Nos. 1, 9, 15. To date, in addition to Plaintiffs, two other Site
Managers, Jacob Pavorsky and Stephen Schmidt, have elected to join this case as Opt-In Plaintiffs.
ECF No. 4.

3
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C.

Plaintiffs Challenge a Common Illegal Pay Practice

In their FAC, all Plaintiffs allege that they:
1. were employed by Vox within the last three (3) years as Site Managers of team
sites within Vox’s SB Nation business division, FAC ¶¶ 3-5, 14, 23, 33;
2. signed a “Blogger Agreement,” which, to the extent lawful, dictated the terms of
their employment with Vox as Site Managers, and classified them as independent
contractors, FAC ¶¶ 13, 22, 33, Exs. 1-3;
3. worked under the direction of a League Manager of their respective sport for their
respective team site, FAC ¶¶ 17, 26, 36;
4. engaged in similar duties, such as: writing, editing and publishing several sports
news articles per week concerning their respective teams, managing staff writers
on the team sites, communicating with their respective League Managers
concerning the team sites, and managing the fan comment sections on their team
sites and/or managing and posting content on the Facebook and Twitter feeds
relating to their team sites, FAC ¶¶ 18, 19, 27-29, 37-39;
5. were classified as independent contractors and paid a flat monthly salary, which
did not vary according to the number of hours worked, FAC ¶¶ 20, 30, 40, 68,
69;
6. were compensated with monthly salaries which never amounted to at least $7.25
per hour worked in a work week, FAC ¶¶ 20, 30, 40, 121-131;
7. to the extent in any given work week they worked over forty (40) hours, Vox
failed to pay Plaintiffs an overtime premium of one and one half times their
regular hourly rates of pay, FAC ¶¶ 132-142.

4
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D.

Declaration Testimony Confirms that All Site Managers Were Subjected to a
Common Plan Whereby They Were Misclassified as Independent
Contractors, Paid A Flat Monthly Salary and Were Denied Minimum Wages
and Overtime Pay By Vox

The declarations2 of Plaintiffs, as well as Opt-In Plaintiffs Jacob Pavorsky and Stephen
Schmidt (collectively “Declarants”), all confirm the allegations of the FAC that Vox’s scheme to
illegally misclassify its Site Managers as independent contractors and deny them the minimum
wages and overtime required by the FLSA was a policy universally applied to all Site Managers.
Declarants testified that they:
1. were employed by Vox within the last three (3) years as Site Managers of team
sites within Vox’s SB Nation business division, Bradley Decl. ¶ 3; Wakefield
Decl. ¶ 3; Varda Decl. ¶ 3; Pavorsky Decl. ¶ 3; Schmidt Decl. ¶ 3;
2. signed a “Blogger Agreement,” which, to the extent lawful, dictated the terms of
their employment with Vox as Site Managers, and classified them as independent
contractors, Bradley Decl. ¶ 11; Wakefield Decl. ¶ 9; Varda Decl. ¶ 10;
Pavorsky Decl. ¶ 10; Schmidt Decl. ¶¶ 13, 14; Exs. 1-6 at ¶ 5;
3. worked under the direction of a League Manager of their respective sport for their
respective team site, Bradley Decl. ¶ 14; Wakefield Decl. ¶ 12; Varda Decl. ¶
9; Pavorsky Decl. ¶ 15; Schmidt Decl. ¶ 19;
4. engaged in similar duties, such as: writing, editing and publishing several sports
news articles per week concerning their respective teams, managing staff writers
on the team sites, communicating with their respective League Managers

2

The declarations offered in support of this Motion are referred to as follows: Ex. A, Declaration
of Cheryl C. Bradley (“Bradley Decl.”); Ex. B, Declaration of John M. Wakefield (“Wakefield
Decl.”); Ex. C, Declaration of Maija Liisa Varda (“Varda Decl.”); Ex. D, Declaration of Jacob
Pavorsky (“Pavorsky Decl.”); Ex. E, Declaration of Stephen Schmidt (“Schmidt Decl.”).
5
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concerning the team sites, and managing the fan comment sections on their team
sites and/or managing and posting content on the Facebook and Twitter feeds
relating to their team sites, Bradley Decl. ¶¶ 17-20; Wakefield Decl. ¶¶ 15-19;
Varda Decl. ¶¶ 15-18; Pavorsky Decl. ¶¶ 18-20; Schmidt Decl. ¶¶ 22-24;
5. were paid a flat monthly salary, which did not vary according to the number of
hours worked, Bradley Decl. ¶¶ 13, 21-23, 26; Wakefield Decl. ¶¶ 11, 20-25;
Varda Decl. ¶¶ 12, 19-23; Pavorsky Decl. ¶¶ 12-14, 21-25; Schmidt Decl. ¶¶
16-18, 28, 29;
6. were classified as independent contractors and compensated with monthly salaries
which never amounted to at least $7.25 per hour worked in a work week, Bradley
Decl. ¶¶ 13, 21, 22; Wakefield Decl. ¶¶ 11, 20; Varda Decl. ¶¶ 12, 19;
Pavorsky Decl. ¶¶ 12-14, 21; Schmidt Decl. ¶¶ 16-18, 25, 26, 28; Exs. 1-6 at ¶
5;
7. to the extent in any given work week they worked over forty (40) hours, Vox
failed to pay Plaintiffs an overtime premium of one and one half times their
regular hourly rates of pay, Bradley Decl. ¶¶ 22, 23; Wakefield Decl. ¶¶ 21, 22;
Varda Decl. ¶¶ 20, 21; Pavorsky Decl. ¶¶ 22, 23; Schmidt Decl. ¶¶ 25, 26.
ARGUMENT
I.

Standard for Conditional Collective Action Certification
A.

Generally

The FLSA permits a plaintiff to pursue a collective action on his or her own behalf and
on behalf of “other employees similarly situated.” 29 U.S.C. § 216(b). Plaintiffs seek the Court’s
authorization to send notice to all putative members of this collective action pursuant to 29

6
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U.S.C. § 216(b). The collective action allows for expedited adjudication of similar claims so that
“similarly situated” workers whose claims are usually too small to efficiently pursue on an
individual basis to join together to litigate their claims using shared resources. See Hoffman-La
Roche Inc. v. Sperling, 493 U.S. 165, 170 (1989).
In an FLSA collective action brought by a putative class of prison guards, this District
explained the dual purposes of employee resource pooling and judicial economy behind Section
216(b):
here, the prison guards who may have a claim under the FLSA for
overtime pay are asserting the same narrow claim and it makes sense to
handle all such claims at the same time, resolving common issues of
fact and law. The ability to join in such an action all similarly situated
persons might motivate claimants to assert their claims collectively;
without collective action the amounts at issue may be too small to
expect claimants to hire counsel to assert them. On the other hand, if
the defendant did not pay the guards what was due them, it broke the law.
The defendants cannot claim any right to nevertheless escape liability
for what is due by asking judicial assistance to keep the number of
claimants to the barest minimum. Reduced to essentials, that is the only
prejudice the defendants can claim from a successful judicially supervised
effort to locate potential claimants. I do not believe this is the kind of
“prejudice” this court should recognize.
McNeil v. District of Columbia, 1999 WL 571004, at *2 (D.D.C. Aug. 5, 1999) (Facciola, J.).
(Emphasis added).
B.

This Court Applies a Two-Step Certification Process

This Court, like a majority of other courts, has adopted a two-step process to determine
whether class certification should be granted. See Chase v. AIMCO Props., 374 F.Supp.2d 196,
200 (D.D.C. 2005). In the first stage, or “notice stage,” the Court “makes a preliminary
determination whether to authorize notifications to potential class members so that they may opt
in to the litigation.” McKinney v. United Stor-All Centers, Inc., 585 F.Supp.2d 6, 8 (D.D.C.
2008), citing Mooney v. Aramco Servs. Co., 54 F.3d 1207, 1214 (5th Cir. 1995). The second stage
7
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occurs after discovery, typically “prompted by a defendant’s motion to decertify the class,” and
provides the court an opportunity to review its initial determination with the benefit of the
additional details uncovered through discovery. McKinney, 585 F.Supp.2d at 8.
The standard for conditional class certification at the notice stage is lenient and requires
only a modest showing that there are other individuals similarly situated to Plaintiffs. See
Castillo v. P&R Enterprises, Inc., 517 F.Supp.2d 440, 445 (D.D.C. 2007). This court looks at
whether Plaintiffs have shown, “through pleadings and affidavits,” that they and potential
plaintiffs were “victims of a common policy or plan that violated the law.” Encinas v. J.J.
Drywall Corp., 265 F.R.D. 3 (D.D.C. 2010), quoting Mooney v. Aramco Servs Co., 54 F.3d
1207, 1214 n. 8 (5th Cir. 1995) and Castillo, 517 F.Supp.2d at 445 (quoting Chase v. AIMCO
Props., 374 F.Supp.2d 196, 200 (D.D.C. 2005)). Plaintiffs thus need only make a “’modest
factual showing sufficient to demonstrate that they and potential plaintiffs together were victims
of a common policy or plan that violated the law.’” Chase, 374 F. Supp. 2d at 200 (D.D.C. 2005)
(quoting Hoffmann v. Sbarro, Inc., 982 F.Supp. 249, 261 (S.D.N.Y. 1997)). The court’s
application of this standard at the notice stage “typically results in certification of a
representative class.” Rottman v. Old Second Bancorp, Inc., 735 F. Supp. 2d 988, 990 (N.D. Ill.
2010).
During the notice stage, courts “do not resolve factual disputes, decide substantive issues
on the merits, or make credibility determinations.” Killion v. KeHE Distributors, No. 3:12 CV
1585, 2012 WL 5385190, at *3 (N.D. Ohio Oct. 31, 2012) (quoting Shipes v. Amurcon Corp.,
2012 WL 995362, at *5 (E.D. Mich. 2012)). “Once plaintiffs meet their burden at this stage, ‘a
defendant cannot overcome their showing by arguing that individual issues predominate.’”
Killion at *3. It is only at the second stage that “the plaintiffs may engage in discovery to

8
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buttress their case that putative class members are similarly situated, and to gather the evidence
necessary to meet their burden of proof on the merits when discovery is complete,” Chase, 374
F. Supp. 2d at 200 (D.D.C. 2005). (Emphasis added).
C.

Vox’s Uniform Independent Contractor Classification Establishes a
Common Policy Toward All Site Managers; Merits and Damages Should Not
Be Considered At This Stage

It is well-established that at the notice stage, a plaintiff’s allegations and threshold
evidence that they and the putative class members were uniformly misclassified as
independent contractors (or volunteers) in violation of the FLSA, tends to establish that
the putative class members are “similarly situated” within the meaning of 29 U.S.C. §
216(b). Even though a defendant may dispute whether the plaintiff and the putative class
members were in fact “employees” within the meaning of the FLSA, at the notice stage
courts do not resolve such factual disputes. As the Eastern District of Virginia recently
explained:
“The fundamental merits question raised in this action—whether plaintiffs
properly are classified as employees or independent contractors under the
FLSA—presents something of an anomaly in applying the two-step
certification procedure described above. Ordinarily, the court addresses
merits questions after conditional or final class certification in the context
of a motion to dismiss or a motion for summary judgment. See e.g.,
McFeeley, 825 F.3d at 239; Salinas v. Commercial Interiors, Inc., 848
F.3d 125, 129 (4th Cir. 2017). Under the text of the FLSA, however, class
treatment is made available for only “employees similarly situated.” 29
U.S.C. § 216(b) (emphasis added). Therefore, to determine, whether
conditional class treatment is warranted, the court must consider as a
threshold matter the question regarding plaintiffs' FLSA status.
The court is not aware of any precedent, and the parties have cited
none, addressing the standard of proof required to support a
threshold finding that plaintiffs qualify as employees for purposes of
conditional certification. However, the Supreme Court has clarified that
the purpose of case management procedures under the FLSA, such as the
two-step conditional certification procedure, is to facilitate notice to
potential class members so they may have opportunity to opt in. See
9
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Hoffmann–La Roche Inc. v. Sperling, 493 U.S. 165, 170, 110 S.Ct. 482,
107 L.Ed.2d 480 (1989) (“These benefits [of class treatment] depend on
employees receiving accurate and timely notice concerning the pendency
of the collective action, so that they can make informed decisions about
whether to participate.”).
Rosinbaum v. Flower Foods, Inc., 238 F.Supp.3d 738, 774 (E.D.Va. 2017) (approving
conditional certification despite defendant’s objections that putative class members did
not qualify as employees). (Emphasis added). See also Stone v. SRA Intern., Inc., --Not
Reported in F.Supp.3d--, 2014 WL 5410628 at *6 (E.D. Va. Oct.22, 2014) (“Plaintiffs
have sufficiently alleged a ‘common policy or plan’ in that all inspectors were classified
as independent contractors rather than employees, that all inspectors were compensated in
a similar manner on a ‘per inspection’ basis, and that all inspectors were required to
conduct inspections in accordance with FEMA guidelines,” quoting Houston v. URS
Corp., 591 F.Supp.2d 827, 834 (E.D. Va. 2008)).
Similarly, the District of Maryland ignored the merits of a disputed issue
regarding independent contractor misclassification. The Court held that the plaintiff’s
threshold evidence that the putative class members were uniformly classified as
independent contractors, whether ultimately proved illegal or not through discovery,
demonstrated a common policy to support the issuance of notice:
Even if S.C.C.P. is merely arguing that the plaintiffs were independent
contractors and not employees, the potential misclassification of the
plaintiffs, in violation of FLSA's mandate that “employee” be
interpreted broadly, could be enough for class certification. See Lee v.
ABC Carpet & Home, 236 F.R.D. 193, 197–98 (S.D.N.Y. 2006)
(recognizing that “common policy or plan” may include the
misclassification of employees as independent contractors); see also
Westfall v. Kendle, 2007 WL 486606, at *9–10 (N.D.W. Va. Feb. 15,
2007) (holding that misclassification of employees as independent
contractors was sufficient to meet the similarly situated requirement,
despite the defendant's argument that the court needed to examine each
worker-employer relationship independently). Additionally, S.C.C.P. is
10
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arguing that all of its workers were independent contractors-that is, it
claims they were all treated as subcontractors who were not entitled to
overtime pay. (Pl's Reply 4, n. 4) Plaintiffs make the point that if all the
employees were wrongly treated in the same way, this should be a
factor in favor of a similarly situated finding. See Lynch v. United Svcs.
Auto Ass'n, 491 F.Supp.2d 357, 370 (S.D.N.Y. 2007). Accordingly, for all
the reasons set forth above, the plaintiffs' motion for conditional class
certification will be granted.
Montoya v. S.C.C.P. Painting Contractors, Inc., --Not Reported in F.Supp.2d--, 2008 WL
554114 at *3 (D. Md. Feb. 26, 2008) (footnotes omitted; emphasis added).
Other courts have routinely followed course. Ferebee v. Excel Staffing Service,
Inc., Slip Copy, 2017 WL 1416533 at *3 (E.D.N.C. April 19, 2017) (noting authority
within the Fourth Circuit that workers “allegedly misclassified as independent contractors
pursuant to a uniform policy” are similarly situated at the conditional certification stage),
citing Williams v. XE Servs., LLC, No. 2:09-CV-59-D, 2011 WL 52353, at *4 (E.D.N.C.
Jan. 4, 2011); Westfall v. Kendle Int'l, CPU, LLC, No. 1:05-CV-00118, 2007 WL 486606,
at *9 (N.D.W. Va. Feb. 15, 2007); Scovil v. FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc., 811 F.
Supp. 2d 516, 519–20 (D. Me. 2011) (granting conditional certification where “drivers
had similar job duties (delivery drivers for FedEx), were paid according to common
policies and practices (payment per-package delivered, pursuant to an “Operator
Agreement”), reported to FedEx terminal managers, and were subject to a common
FedEx policy, namely, alleged misclassification of employment status.”) (Footnotes
omitted). See also Hose v. Henry Indus., Inc., 49 F. Supp. 3d 906, 918–19 (D. Kan.
2014), order clarified sub nom. Hose v. Henry Indus., No. 13-2490-JTM, 2014 WL
5510927 (D. Kan. Oct. 31, 2014) (“The drivers are employed pursuant to a standard form
Cartage Agreement. All of the evidence presented to the court from both sides indicates
that the decision to treat drivers as independent contractors is a company-wide policy. As
11
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noted earlier, [Defendant] offers various justifications, such as the demands of customers,
for the conditions faced by the drivers. Such rationales again may be relevant to the
second stage in the process, or may serve to defeat plaintiff's FLSA claim on the merits.
But such justifications are company-wide considerations.”); O’Brien v. Ed Donnelly
Enters., Inc., 575 F.3d 567, 585 (6th Cir. 2009) (“it is clear that plaintiffs are similarly
situated when they suffer from a single, FLSA—violating policy, and when proof of that
policy or of conduct in conformity with that policy proves a violation as to all the
plaintiffs.”).
Similarly, in “volunteer” cases3 involving online media defendants, courts have
steadfastly refused to consider at the notice stage, whether putative employees were in fact
employees. In the factually and legally analogous case of Hallissey v. Am. Online, Inc., No.
99-CIV-3785 (KTD), 2008 WL 465112 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 19, 2008)4 in which defendant America
Online (“AOL”), “contend[ed] that [its Community Leaders (CLs)] were not employees, but
rather mere volunteers and therefore not entitled to any compensation,” Id. at *1, the Court
refused to consider the defense. Additionally, AOL argued that there was dissimilarity amongst
the putative opt-in plaintiffs: specifically that, “the CLs varied widely regarding their

3

i.e., where the defendant asserts that the plaintiff and putative class members are “volunteers,”
rather than its employees.
4
Plaintiffs have extensively alleged that three of Vox’s senior executives (including its Chief
Legal Officer and General Counsel Lauren Fisher who signed Plaintiffs’ Blogger Agreements, as
well as Vox President Marty Moe, who is also a lawyer) worked for several years at AOL as
executives or in AOL’s General Counsel’s office. Plaintiffs alleged each were knowledgeable
about the Hallissey litigation, including: the court’s opinion denying a motion to dismiss based
on a substantial discovery record under the standards of Rule 56, Hallissey v. Am. Online, Inc.,
2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12964 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 10, 2006), a $15 Million settlement and a related
United States Department of Labor investigation. Armed with this knowledge, as well as
knowledge of internal employee complaints, Vox willfully misclassified its Site Managers as
independent contractors and failed to ensure compliance with the FLSA, knowing the practices
towards its Site Managers were similarly illegal. See FAC ¶¶ 82-109.
12
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expectations of compensation, whether they were integral to AOL's business, whether they
benefited AOL, and whether they personally benefited from their participation in the program.”
Id. at *1. In granting conditional certification, the Hallissey Court rejected AOL’s contention,
stating that, “although there may be circumstances unique to each CL in this case, the
fundamental allegation found in Plaintiffs' declarations and pleadings that CLs were denied
minimum and overtime wages because of their classification by AOL as ‘volunteers’ in the CL
program is common to all of the CLs…[and] that Plaintiffs and former CLs are similarly
situated.” Id. at *2. (Emphasis added).
In Reab v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 214 F.R.D. 623, 629 (D. Colo. 2002), the defendant argued
that the potential opt-ins, “believed they were volunteers and only later felt that counselors had
become what they believed were employees.” In deciding to grant preliminary certification and
issue notice, the Reab court refused to consider the merits of the employment status issue,
stating, “Plaintiffs' subjective belief as to their status under the FLSA is irrelevant to the question
whether to conditionally certify a class.” Id. (citing Alamo Found. v. Secretary of Labor, 471
U.S. 290, 302 (1985) (“the purpose of the [FLSA] requires that it be applied even to those who
would decline its protections. If an exception to the Act were carved out for employees willing to
testify that they performed work ‘voluntarily,’ employers might be able to use superior
bargaining power to coerce employees to make such assertions or to waive their protections
under the [FLSA].”).
Finally, differences in damages amongst putative class members are also not to be
considered at the notice stage. “It is well-established that individual questions with respect to
damages will not defeat class certification or render a proposed representative inadequate unless
that issue creates a conflict which goes to the heart of the lawsuit.” Ansoumana v. Gristede's

13
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Operating Corp., 201 F.R.D. 81, 86 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (quoting In re AM Int'l, Inc. Sec. Litig., 108
F.R.D. 190, 196 (S.D.N.Y. 1985)). (Emphasis added).
II.

The Court Should Provisionally Certify This Case as a Collective Action and Issue
Notice to all FLSA Class Members Who Worked Within the Past Three Years
It is abundantly clear that, at this initial notice stage, Plaintiffs have made the required

“modest factual showing…that they and [other Site Managers] together were victims of a
common policy or plan that violated the law.’” Chase, 374 F. Supp. 2d at 200 (D.D.C. 2005).
Vox’s Site Managers worked and/or continue to work under a common policy whereby they
were misclassified as independent contractors, and denied the minimum wages and overtime pay
required by the FLSA. Declarants, five employees who were supervised by four different
League Managers in four different sports, all worked under so-called “Blogger Agreements”
whereby they were classified as independent contractors. Part I.C.2, I.D.2, supra. All testified
that Vox paid them flat monthly salaries which did not vary according to hours worked, Part
I.C.5, I.D.5, supra, were at rates of well below the minimum wage, Part I.C.6, I.D.6, supra, and
did not provide an overtime premium for hours worked over forty (40) in a workweek, Part I.C.7,
I.D.7, supra. All Plaintiffs and Opt-In Plaintiff declarants worked under a League Manager, Part
I.C.3, I.D.3, supra, managed a staff of writers, Part I.C.4, I.D.4, supra, and engaged in similar
duties which were integral to Vox’s business of providing online sports journalistic content, Id.,
without enjoying any of the advertising revenue and profit created by their labor, Part I.C.5,
I.D.5, supra.
Declarants’ contracts are also strikingly similar, in that each: (1) required the posting of
game-coverage articles within hours of game end, Exs. 1-6 at pp. A-1; (2) required Vox to retain
a great deal of editorial control over Declarants’ work product, Exs. 1-6 at ¶ 3(d); (3) reserved
for Vox “exclusive control and decision-making authority regarding any and all revenue14
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generating opportunities with respect to the Site,” Exs. 1-6 at ¶ 3(e); (4) severely limited the
ability of Declarants to engage in outside sports writing, Exs. 1-6 at ¶ 7; and (5) provided Vox
complete property rights to everything Declarants produced, Exs. 1-6 at ¶ 3(a)-(c). Given the
tight similarity between Declarants’ contracts and working conditions, it is plain that all putative
FLSA Class members are “similarly situated,” within the meaning of 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).
Although the merits of the employment relationship are not to be considered at this stage,
it is clear that Plaintiffs have plausibly plead that they and the putative class members were
“employees” of Vox, and were denied the minimum wages and overtime pay required by the
FLSA. Morrison v. Int'l Programs Consortium, Inc., 253 F.3d 5, 11 (D.C. Cir. 2001); Donovan
v. DialAmerica Mktg., Inc., 757 F.2d 1376, 1382 (3d Cir. 1985); FAC ¶¶ 42-81; see generally
Exs. 1-6.
Finally, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 255, since the FAC includes extensive plausible
allegations that Vox willfully violated the FLSA, a three-year statute of limitations is applicable
to this case, and the Court should authorize notice to be sent to any Site Manager who worked
for Vox in the past three (3) years. As explained in Hose v. Henry Indus., Inc., 49 F. Supp. 3d
906, 919 (D. Kan. 2014):
Finally, the court declines to include a provision in the notice as to the
shorter statute of limitations period applicable to non-willful violations of
the FLSA. Such notice would require an explication of “willfulness”
which might be confusing to the ordinary layperson. More importantly,
willfulness “go[es] to the merits of the case and not whether notice
should be issued to potential claimants.” Resendiz–Ramirez v. P & H
Forestry, 515 F.Supp.2d 937, 942 (W.D. Ark. 2007). See also Regan v.
City of Charleston, No. 13–3046–PMD, 2014 WL 3530135, at *4 (D.S.C.
July 16, 2014); Ott v. Publix Super Mkts., No. 12–0486, 2013 WL
1874258, at *3 (M.D. Tenn. May 3, 2013); Sylvester v. Wintrust Fin.
Corp., No. 12–01899, 2013 WL 5433593, at *5 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 30, 2013)
(even a “conclusory willfulness allegation is sufficient to justify providing
notice to the putative class on the basis of the potentially applicable threeyear period”); White v. 14051 Manchester, Inc., 2012 WL 5994263, at *7
15
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(E.D. Mo. Nov. 30, 2012) (conditionally certifying three year-class on
grounds of judicial economy).
(Emphasis added). Here, in view of the fact that Vox’s most senior executives spent several
years at AOL during the pendency of the Hallissey litigation, knew of the denial of summary
judgment and the $15 Million settlement, as well as the fact that Vox received internal
complaints about the wages of Site Managers and other content providers, Plaintiffs have
plausibly alleged Vox acted willfully when it violated the FLSA. FAC ¶¶ 82-109. Any factual
challenge by Vox to the issue of willfulness is reserved for discovery and not the notice stage.
Accordingly, notice should be issued to all those in the FLSA Class who worked within the past
three (3) years.
III.

Notice Should Issue Promptly
In order to protect potential class members from serious prejudice as to their claims, the

Court should decide this motion quickly. Since the statute of limitations for FLSA claims of
potential opt-in Plaintiffs is not tolled by the filing of Plaintiff’s Complaint, any delay in
notifying potential class members seriously prejudices their claims. Indeed, the very reason for
conditional certification of a putative class before extensive discovery takes place is “[b]ecause
the statute of limitations continues to run for each individual plaintiff until he or she opts in.”
Gortat v. Capala Bros., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS, 35451, *30 (E.D.N.Y. Apr. 9, 2010); Castillo v.
P & R Enterprises, Inc., 517 F. Supp. 2d 440, 444 (D.D.C. 2007) (same). In other words,
damages for each week in which Vox’s Site Managers worked will expire on the three-year
back-end until each putative class member has the opportunity to opt in to the action.
Accordingly, the Court should issue notice promptly.

16
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IV.

Notice Should Issue Over First Class and Electronic Mail; the Notice Period Should
Be 90 Days, With a 45 Day Reminder Notice
In addition to traditional mail, courts authorize opt-in notices to be sent through

electronic mail. Contreras v. Land Restoration LLC, No. 1:16-CV-883-RP, 2017 WL 663560, at
*8 (W.D. Tex. Feb. 17, 2017) (“the court will permit Plaintiffs to distribute notice through mail,
email, posting at the workplace, and inclusion in current employee's paychecks.”); Syed v. M-I,
L.L.C., No. 1:12-CV-1718 AWI MJS, 2014 WL 6685966, at *10 (E.D. Cal. Nov. 26, 2014);
Hallissey v. Am. Online, Inc., No. 99-CIV-3785 (KTD), 2008 WL 465112, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Feb.
19, 2008); McPherson v. LEAM Drilling Sys., LLC, No. 4:14-CV-02361, 2015 WL 1470554, at
*16 (S.D. Tex. Mar. 30, 2015).
Courts regularly authorize ninety (90) day notice periods for putative class members to
join FLSA collective actions. See Encinas v. J.J. Drywall Corp., 265 F.R.D. 3, 7 (D.D.C. 2010)
(“Ninety days is a reasonable period for putative class members to respond to the notice.”);
Hallissey v. Am. Online, Inc., No. 99-CIV-3785 (KTD), 2008 WL 465112, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Feb.
19, 2008); Jennings v. Cellco Partnership, 2012 WL 2568146, at *6 (D. Minn. July 2, 2012);
Syed, 2014 WL 6685966, at *9 (E.D. Cal. Nov. 26, 2014); Mott v. Driveline Retail Merch., Inc.,
23 F. Supp. 3d 483, 490 (E.D. Pa. 2014) (120 days).
Courts also routinely approve reminder notices. Morris v. Lettire Const., Corp., 896 F.
Supp. 2d 265, 275 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (“Given that notice under the FLSA is intended to inform as
many potential plaintiffs as possible of the collective action and their right to opt-in, we find that
a reminder notice is appropriate.”) (citing Harris v. Vector Mktg. Corp., 716 F.Supp.2d 835, 847
(N.D. Cal. 2010)); Jennings, 2012 WL 2568146, at *6; McPherson, 2015 WL 1470554, at *16;
Sanchez v. Sephora USA, Inc., 2012 WL 2945753, at *6 (N.D. Cal. July 18, 2012) (“The Court

17
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therefore authorizes Plaintiff to send a second notice, identical to the first, thirty days after the
issuance of the first notice.”).
Accordingly, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court authorize: notice through firstclass mail and electronic mail, a ninety (90) day notice period, with a forty-five (45) day
reminder notice to those who have not responded.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant Plaintiffs’
Motion for Conditional Certification.
Dated: October 23, 2017

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ James E. Goodley_________________
James E. Goodley (Bar. No. PA0069)
Judith Sznyter (Bar No. 982325)
Stephen J. Holroyd*
Marc. L. Gelman*
JENNINGS SIGMOND, P.C.
1835 Market Street, Suite 2800
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Telephone: (215) 351-0613/0641/0670/0623
jgoodley@jslex.com
jsznyter@jslex.com
sholroyd@jslex.com
mgelman@jslex.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the FLSA Class
* Admitted Pro Hac Vice
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,
Plaintiffs
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

:
:
:
: Case No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
: Collective Action
:
: Jury Trial Demanded
:
:
:
ORDER

AND NOW, this _______ day of ________________________, 2017, upon
consideration of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Conditional Certification and any response and reply
memoranda thereto, it is hereby ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ Motion is GRANTED as follows:
1.

ORDERED that this action is conditionally certified pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §

216(b) on behalf of the following: All current or former Site Managers and Managing Editors
who performed work in the United States for Vox Media, Inc. in its SB Nation business division
at any time since October 23, 2014 (collectively “Site Managers” or the “FLSA Class”);2
2.

ORDERED that Defendant will produce to Plaintiffs’ counsel the names and last

known: addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses of all potential members of the FLSA
Class within ten (10) days of the date of this Order;

2

The Court recognizes with regard to those who have already filed a signed consent form with
the Court, those members of the FLSA Class have an earlier limitations period, tolled as of the
dates of their filings.
1
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3.

ORDERED that Plaintiffs may issue notice to all potential members of the FLSA

Class by first-class mail and electronic mail, informing them of their right to opt in to this case.
4.

ORDERED that there shall be an opt-in period of ninety (90) days, beginning

from the date of Plaintiffs’ first issuance of notice.
5.

ORDERED that Plaintiffs are permitted to send reminder notices by first-class

mail and electronic mail to all potential members of the FLSA Class who have not yet responded
to notice within forty-five (45) days of the first issuance of notice.
6.

ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ proposed form of notice, attached to Plaintiffs’

Motion as Exhibit F, and Plaintiffs’ proposed Opt-In Consent Form, attached to Plaintiffs’
Motion as Exhibit G, are APPROVED, and shall be included in the issuance of notice pursuant
to paragraphs 3-5.

BY THE COURT:

________________________
Collyer, J.

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, James E. Goodley, Esquire state under penalty of perjury that I caused a copy of the
foregoing Motion for Conditional Certification to be served via the CM/ECF electronic noticing
system on the date and to the addresses below:
Jason C. Schwartz
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-5303
jschwartz@gibsondunn.com
Theodore J. Boutrous Jr.
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP
333 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3197
tboutrous@gibsondunn.com
Attorneys for Defendant
/s/James E. Goodley
JAMES E. GOODLEY, ESQUIRE
Date: October 23, 2017

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN ELECTRONICALLY FILED AND IS AVAILABLE
FOR VIEWING AND DOWNLOADING FROM THE ECF SYSTEM
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

:
:
:
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

DECLARATION OF CHERYL C. BRADLEY
CHERYL C. BRADLEY declares:
1.

I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs, in relation to the above-captioned

litigation.
2.

I am a named Plaintiff in this case. My signed consent form to join this case was

originally filed with the Court on September 1, 2017. ECF No. 1, Ex. A.
3.

From on or about June 2013 through February 2015, I was employed by Vox

Media, Inc. (“Vox”) as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Mile High Hockey” website, which is a part of
Vox’s SB Nation division.
4.

From on or about June 2010 through approximately December 2011, I was an

unpaid contributor at Mile High Hockey. As of approximately January 2012 and through
approximately June 2013, I was a “Key Contributor” for Mile High Hockey, which was also
known as an Assistant Site Manager. As a Key Contributor, Vox paid me $50 per month.
5.

SB Nation consists of over 300 sports websites, the vast majority of the websites

relating to a single sports team, such as Mile High Hockey.
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6.

Mile High Hockey publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to the Colorado

Avalanche, a professional hockey team, which is part of the National Hockey League (“NHL”).
7.

On or about June 2013, I applied for the job of Site Manager with Vox’s NHL

League Manager Travis Hughes. After this interview, Travis hired me as Site Manager for Mile
High Hockey.
8.

When I applied for the job, I was not informed that any particular skill or training

was required.
9.

On one occasion on or about February 2015, a staff writer for Mile High Hockey

wrote an article which expressed that Vox branded each of its business divisions in specific ways
to advertisers, and defined the target audience on its SB Nation sites as being men only. The
staff writer thus expressed the opinion that Vox’s branding was misogynistic and ignored the
female presence on SB Nation’s sites, be they female staff or female site visitors. Before even
consulting me, NHL League Manager Hughes immediately deleted the post and banned the staff
writer from SB Nation.
10.

I later defended the staff writer to Mr. Hughes. Less than one week later, Hughes

fired me as Site Manager under false pretexts, and revoked my editorial and authoring access to
the Mile High Hockey website without advanced warning.
11.

I signed a contract with Vox (“Blogger Agreement”) with Vox, which related to

my employment as a Site Manager with Vox. A true and correct copy of my Blogger Agreement
is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
12.

Among other things, my Blogger Agreement obligated me to cover each of the

Avalanche games, “post a post-game/event commentary/recap, ideally immediately following
the completion of any game/event, but in all cases within six (6) hours of the end of each
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game/event (including pre-season and post-season), or no later than 9 a.m. Eastern Time the
morning following the game/event, whichever is earlier.” Blogger Agreement at A-1.
13.

During the time period that I served as a Site Manager, my compensation was

always a flat monthly salary of $125.
14.

While I was the Mile High Hockey Site Manager, I worked under Vox’s NHL

League Manager Travis Hughes. Travis managed myself and all of the other Site Managers for
Vox’s NHL team websites.
15.

Travis regularly sent me and all the other Site Managers monthly e-mails, which

provided direction as to how I and my team of staff writers would write articles for Mile High
Hockey.
16.

In these e-mails, Travis frequently tried to get the Site Managers to increase the

number of articles written and otherwise increase site traffic for our respective team sites.
17.

During my employment as Site Manager at Vox, I regularly published

approximately five or six articles per week.
18.

In writing articles, Vox required me to add particular search terms and write at

least 150 words per article. To my knowledge, this requirement was made for search engine
optimization purposes, so that Vox could realize more site traffic on Mile High Hockey, and
therefore more advertising revenue.
19.

Other duties I carried out as Site Manager included: performing team research,

writing general interest articles about the Avalanche, writing game previews, watching
Avalanche games, writing game recaps, attending Avalanche practices, writing practice reports,
managing an Assistant Site Manager, as well as a team of other Mile High Hockey staff writers
ranging from about four (4) to eight (8) in number during my time as Site Manager, managing
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the comment section of Mile High Hockey, and communicating with Travis Hughes and the staff
writers.
20.

I also managed Mile High Hockey’s Facebook and Twitter social media accounts.

On both accounts, I would share links to Mile High Hockey articles, as well as Avalanche team
information including: transactions, special events, and other information provided by the
Avalanche’s media relations department. I would also “live Tweet” during games, practices, and
training camps in order to give readers play-by-play information about the team’s performance.
Finally, I would remove any objectionable content on both the Facebook and Twitter feeds.
21.

As Site Manager, I regularly worked thirty (30) to forty (40) hours per week,

which, given my monthly salary, was far below $7.25 per hour worked.
22.

On an annual basis, during the NHL draft, trade and free-agency deadlines,

training camps, and pre-season (which occurred in late September and early October), as well as
when Mile High Hockey was understaffed, I often worked forty (40) to fifty (50) hours a week.
23.

I was never provided additional overtime compensation for hours worked over 40

in a particular week.
24.

To my knowledge, Vox did not keep records of the amount of time I worked. I

never filled out any type of timesheet, paper or electronic.
25.

In my capacity as Site Manager, Vox provided me no compensation beyond my

monthly salary, other than perhaps two (2) to four (4) times per year where I received payment of
approximately $25 or $50 for writing content for a sponsor, such as Coors Brewing Co.
26.

Regardless of how fast I worked, how many articles I published, or how profitable

Mile High Hockey was for Vox, my monthly salary as Site Manager remained flat.
27.

I was not allowed to share in any advertising revenue that was generated from the
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Mile High Hockey site. Rather, to my knowledge, Vox received all such revenue.
28.

In the event that an advertiser approached me, Travis Hughes required me to send

the advertiser to him. In practice, each time an advertiser approached me, I did refer them to
Travis. This happened approximately two times.
29.

Vox did not allow me to advertise my own brand on Mile High Hockey.

30.

During my employment, Vox prohibited me from working for its competitors,

including but not limited to ESPN and Bleacher Report.
31.

I did not make any special investment into my job as Site Manager. In carrying

out my duties as Site Manager, I merely utilized my personal computers and smart phones.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
10/20/2017

Signed on: ______________

____________________________
CHERYL C. BRADLEY
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

:
:
:
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

DECLARATION OF JOHN M. WAKEFIELD
JOHN M. WAKEFIELD declares:
1.

I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs, in relation to the above-captioned

litigation.
2.

I have provided authorization to be a named Plaintiff in this case. My signed

consent form to join this case was first filed with the Court on October 13, 2017, ECF No. 15.
3.

From on or about December 2015 through May 2017, I was employed by Vox

Media, Inc. (“Vox”) as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Through It All Together” website, which is a
part of Vox’s SB Nation division.
4.

SB Nation consists of over 300 sports websites, the vast majority of the websites

relating to a single sports team, such as Through It All Together.
5.

Through It All Together publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to Leeds

United Football Club, a professional soccer team, which is part of the English Football League
(“EFL”).
6.

I applied for the job of Site Manager on or about December 10, 2015, as I saw
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that the site had been dormant for two months. I applied by contacting Vox’s Soccer League
Manager Jeremiah Oshan. Mr. Oshan hired me for the job, on behalf of Vox.
7.

When I applied for the job, I was not informed that any particular skill or training

was required prior to hire. However, Vox later required me to watch several training videos on
how to be a Site Manager. These videos took several hours to view and Vox provided me a
certificate upon completion.
8.

I voluntarily resigned as Site Manager in May 2017. Vox did not inform me that

there were any consequences for my resignation.
9.

I signed a contract with Vox (“Blogger Agreement”) with Vox, which related to

my employment as a Site Manager with Vox. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2, is a true and correct
copy of my Blogger Agreement.
10.

Among other things, my Blogger Agreement obligated me to cover each of the

Leeds United games, “post a post-game/event commentary/recap, ideally immediately following
the completion of any game/event, but in all cases within six (6) hours of the end of each
game/event (including pre-season and post-season), or no later than 9 a.m. Eastern Time the
morning following the game/event, whichever is earlier.” Blogger Agreement at A-1.
11.

During the time period that I served as a Site Manager, my compensation was

always a flat monthly salary. My monthly salary was $50 at first, and was later raised to $75.
12.

While I was the Through It All Together Site Manager, I worked under Vox’s

Soccer League Manager Jeremiah Oshan. Jeremiah managed myself and all the other Site
Managers for Vox’s soccer team websites.
13.

Jeremiah regularly sent me and all the other Site Managers daily e-mails and

Slack chat messages, which provided direction as to how I and my team of staff writers would
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write articles for Through It All Together.
14.

In these e-mails and Slack chats, Jeremiah frequently tried to get the Site

Managers to increase the number of articles written, as well as to increase the utilization of
Through It All Together’s Facebook page, all in an effort to increase web site traffic.
15.

I was successful in growing Through It All Together’s Twitter page following to

over 4,500 followers, which increased Through It All Together’s web site traffic significantly.
16.

I also created a second Through It All Together Twitter page for live use during

games. I grew this page to over 1,800 followers during my tenure, which also increased Through
It All Together’s web site traffic significantly.
17.

During my employment as Site Manager at Vox, I personally authored between

one (1) and three (3) articles per week on Through It All Together. During this time, I also
edited between two (2) and five (5) articles written by Through It All Together’s staff writers per
week. The amount of articles I would write or edit each week depended on the extent of my
other immediate demands as Site Manager.
18.

In writing articles, Vox required me to add particular search terms and write at

least 250 words per article. To my knowledge, this requirement was made for search engine
optimization purposes, so that Vox could realize more site traffic on Through It All Together,
and therefore more advertising revenue.
19.

Other duties I engaged in as Site Manager included: performing team research,

writing general interest articles about Leeds United, writing game previews, watching or
listening to Leeds United games, writing game recaps, managing the Through It All Together
Facebook and Twitter feeds to remove objectionable content, managing a team of other Through
It All Together staff writers reaching as high as fifteen (15) in number during my time as Site
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Manager, managing the comment section of Through It All Together, communicating with
Jeremiah Oshan and the staff writers, graphic design for the site, and recording podcasts.
20.

As Site Manager, I regularly worked thirty (30) to forty (40) hours per week,

which given my monthly salary, was far below $7.25 per hour worked.
21.

On an annual basis, during the soccer season, as well as during peak news

generating periods during the off-season, including during the Transfer Window period, I often
worked in excess of forty (40) to as much as sixty (60) hours a week.
22.

I was never provided additional overtime compensation for hours worked over 40

in a particular week.
23.

To my knowledge, Vox did not keep records of the amount of time I worked. I

never filled out any type of timesheet, paper or electronic.
24.

In my capacity as Site Manager, Vox provided me no compensation beyond my

monthly salary.
25.

Regardless of how fast I worked, how many articles I published, or how profitable

Through It All Together was for Vox, my monthly salary as Site Manager remained flat.
26.

I was not allowed to share in any advertising revenue that was generated from the

Through It All Together site. Rather, to my knowledge, Vox received all such revenue.
27.

In the event that an advertiser approached me, Jeremiah Oshan required me to

send the advertiser to him. In practice, each time an advertiser approached me, I did refer them
to Jeremiah. This happened approximately two times.
28.

Vox did not allow me to advertise my own brand on Through It All Together.

29.

During my employment, Vox prohibited me from working for its competitors,

including but not limited to ESPN and Bleacher Report.
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30.

I did not make any special investment into my job as Site Manager. In carrying

out my duties as Site Manager, I merely utilized my personal computers and smart phones.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
10/22/2017

Signed on: ______________

____________________________
JOHN M. WAKEFIELD
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,

:
:
:
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Plaintiffs,
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

DECLARATION OF MAIJA LIISA VARDA
MAIJA LIISA VARDA declares:
1.

I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs, in relation to the above-captioned

litigation.
2.

I have provided authorization to be a named Plaintiff in this case. My signed

consent form to join this case was first filed with the Court on October 6, 2017, ECF No. 9.
3.

Since on or about May 2016, I have been employed by Vox Media, Inc. (“Vox”)

as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Twinkie Town” website, which is a part of Vox’s SB Nation
division.
4.

SB Nation consists of over 300 sports websites, the vast majority of the websites

relating to a single sports team, such as Twinkie Town.
5.

Twinkie Town publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to the Minnesota

Twins, a professional baseball team, which is part of Major League Baseball (“MLB”).
6.

On or about April 2016, I applied for the Twinkie Town Site Manager position in

response to a job posting on Vox’s website.
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7.

Vox’s MLB League Manager Justin Bopp interviewed me for the position over

the telephone.
8.

I was never informed that any particular skill or training was required for the

position: neither in the job posting or in my interview.
9.

Justin Bopp hired me as Site Manager of Twinkie Town, and he thereafter

managed myself and all the other Site Managers for Vox’s MLB team websites.
10.

I signed a contract with Vox (“Blogger Agreement”) with Vox, which related to

my employment as a Site Manager with Vox. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is a true and correct
copy of my Blogger Agreement.
11.

Among other things, my Blogger Agreement obligated me to cover the Minnesota

Twins on Twinkie Town by: posting blog entries or news stories at least six (6) times per day,
post on Twinkie Town’s Twitter at least ten (10) times per day, regularly update Twinkie Town’s
Facebook page by “post[ing] game commentary/recaps ideally immediately following the
completion of any game, but in all cases within six (6) hours of the end of each game.” Blogger
Agreement at A-1.
12.

During the time period that I served as a Site Manager, my compensation was

always a flat monthly salary of $400 per month.
13.

Justin Bopp regularly sent me and all the other Site Managers daily e-mails,

which provided direction as to how I and my team of staff writers would write articles for
Twinkie Town, as well as how we could increase Twinkie Town site traffic. I also regularly
communicated with Justin in an SB Nation “Slack Room” on a daily basis concerning the same.
14.

In these e-mails, Justin frequently tried to get the Site Managers to increase the

number of articles written.
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15.

During my employment as Site Manager at Vox, I personally authored on average

approximately two (2) articles per day, and edited on average approximately two (2) articles per
day, which were first drafted by Twinkie Town’s staff writers.
16.

In writing articles, Vox required me to add particular search terms and write at

least 150 words per article. To my knowledge, this requirement was made for search engine
optimization purposes, so that Vox could realize more site traffic on Twinkie Town, and
therefore more advertising revenue.
17.

Other duties I engaged in as Site Manager included: writing daily general interest

articles about the Twins, reporting breaking Twins news in a timely fashion, performing
historical and statistical research, writing series previews, managing a team of other Twinkie
Town staff writers ranging from about six (6) to twelve (12) in number, writing or scheduling
daily game coverage and recaps of Twins games, coordinating coverage schedules among staff
writers, editing and providing feedback on staff writer articles, calling or e-mailing staff writers
to address specific concerns, communicating with Justin Bopp and relaying Vox directives to
staff writers, monitoring the Twinkie Town comment section to encourage community
participation and remove objectionable content, managing all aspects of the Twinkie Town
Facebook page and Twitter feeds, actively searching for and recruiting new writers, reviewing
resumes and writing samples sent to me by prospective writers, and training new writers on best
practices.
18.

With respect to Twinkie Town’s Facebook and Twitter social media accounts, I

would share links to Twinkie Town articles, cross-post related SB Nation articles and videos, as
well as share Twins team information including: transactions, special events, and other
information provided by the Twins' media relations department. I would also “live Tweet”
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during games, pre-game practices, and spring training in order to give readers play-by-play
information about the team’s performance. Finally, I would remove any objectionable content
on both the Facebook and Twitter feeds.
19.

As Site Manager, I regularly worked a minimum of 30 hours per week and often

as much as 40 hours per week, which given my monthly salary, was far below $7.25 per hour
worked.
20.

At peak times, including during the MLB Draft, trade, free agency periods, MLB

All Star game week, playoffs, and Winter Meetings, I often worked in excess of forty (40) to as
much as fifty (50) hours a week.
21.

I was never provided additional overtime compensation for hours worked over 40

in any work week.
22.

To my knowledge, Vox did not keep records of the amount of time I worked. I

never filled out any type of timesheet, paper or electronic.
23.

In my capacity as Site Manager, Vox provided me no compensation beyond my

monthly salary.
24.

My monthly salary provided by Vox is currently my only source of income.

25.

Regardless of how fast I worked, how many articles I published, how much traffic

I helped bring to the site, or how profitable Twinkie Town was for Vox, my monthly salary as
Site Manager remained flat.
26.

I was not allowed to share in any advertising revenue that was generated from the

Twinkie Town site. Rather, to my knowledge, Vox received all such revenue.
27.

Advertisers approached me many times asking if they could advertise on Twinkie

Town. Initially, each time this happened, I would tell the advertisers that they should contact SB
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Nation management directly. Eventually, I received so many advertisement requests, that I did
not always respond to all such inquiries. It was common knowledge at SB Nation that Site
Managers were not allowed to enter into advertisement agreements, much less receive any
revenue from advertisements on the team sites.
28.

Vox did not allow me to advertise my own brand on Twinkie Town.

29.

During my employment and for six (6) months thereafter, Vox prohibited me

from working for its competitors, including but not limited to USA Today Sports, ESPN and
Bleacher Report.
30.

I did not make any special investment into my job as Site Manager. In carrying

out my duties as Site Manager, I merely utilized my personal computers and smart phones.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
10/19/2017

Signed on: ______________

____________________________
MAIJA LIISA VARDA
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
Defendant.

:
:
:
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

DECLARATION OF JACOB PAVORSKY
JACOB PAVORSKY declares:
1.

I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs, in relation to the above-captioned

litigation.
2.

I am an Opt-in Plaintiff in this case. My signed consent form to join this case was

filed with the Court on September 22, 2017. ECF No. 4.
3.

From on or about August 2014 through July 2017, I was employed by Vox Media,

Inc. (“Vox”) as a Site Manager for Vox’s “Liberty Ballers” website, which is a part of Vox’s SB
Nation division.
4.

From June 27, 2013 through approximately August 2014, I was an unpaid

contributor at Liberty Ballers.
5.

SB Nation consists of over 300 sports websites, the vast majority of the websites

relating to a single sports team, such as Liberty Ballers.
6.

Liberty Ballers publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to the Philadelphia

76’ers, a professional basketball team, which is part of the National Basketball Association
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(“NBA”).
7.

I did not formally apply for the job of Site Manager. However, my predecessor

Site Manager Michael Levin proposed to Vox’s NBA League Manager Seth Pollack that I
become the next Site Manager after Michael’s pending resignation took effect. Seth approved
and hired me as Site Manager for Liberty Ballers.
8.

At time of hire, I was not informed that any particular skill or training was

required. In fact, I started the job when I was a high school student, at the age of 17.
9.

I voluntarily resigned as Site Manager in July 2017. Vox did not inform me that

there were any consequences for my resignation.
10.

I signed a contract with Vox (“Blogger Agreement”) with Vox, which related to

my employment as a Site Manager with Vox. A true and correct copy of my Blogger
Agreement, along with various amendments relating to my salary level, is attached to my
declaration herein as Exhibit 4.
11.

Among other things, my Blogger Agreement obligated me to cover each of the

76’ers games, “post a post-game/event commentary/recap, ideally immediately following the
completion of any game/event, but in all cases within six (6) hours of the end of each game/event
(including pre-season and post-season), or no later than 9 a.m. Eastern Time the morning
following the game/event, whichever is earlier,” Blogger Agreement at A-1.
12.

During the time period that I served as a Site Manager, my compensation was

always a flat monthly salary. However, at various points in time, Vox changed my monthly
salary.
13.

Initially, Vox paid me $100 per month. While Vox subsequently changed my

monthly salary at various times, it always remained a flat-dollar salary.
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14.

The highest monthly salary that Vox ever paid me was $700 per month.

15.

While I was the Liberty Ballers Site Manager, I worked under Vox’s NBA

League Manager Seth Pollack. Seth managed myself and all the other Site Managers for Vox’s
NBA team websites.
16.

Seth regularly sent me and all the other Site Managers e-mails and Google chat

messages, on an approximately daily basis, which provided direction as to how I and my team of
staff writers would write articles for Liberty Ballers.
17.

In these e-mails and Google chats, Seth frequently tried to get the Site Managers

to increase the number of articles written and otherwise increase site traffic for Liberty Ballers.
18.

During my employment at Vox, I personally authored 772 articles on Liberty

Ballers.
19.

In writing articles, Vox required me to add particular search terms and write at

least 150 words per article. To my knowledge, this requirement was made for search engine
optimization purposes, so that Vox could realize more site traffic on Liberty Ballers, and
therefore more advertising revenue.
20.

Other duties I engaged in as Site Manager included: editing and compiling sports

videos, performing team research, writing general interest articles about the 76’ers, writing game
previews, watching 76’ers games, writing game recaps, managing all aspects of the Liberty
Ballers Facebook and Twitter feeds, managing a team of other Liberty Ballers staff writers
ranging from about five (5) to seventeen (17) in number during my time as Site Manager,
managing the comment section of Liberty Ballers, communicating with Seth Pollack and the
staff writers, and creating content ideas for the staff writers.
21.

As Site Manager, I regularly worked a minimum of 30 hours per week, which
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given my monthly salary, was far below $7.25 per hour worked.
22.

On an annual basis, during the basketball season, as well as during peak news

generating periods during the off-season, including during the NBA Draft, NBA Summer League
and free agency period, I often worked as much as 40-45 hours a week.
23.

I was never provided additional overtime compensation for hours worked over 40

in a particular week.
24.

To my knowledge, Vox did not keep records of the amount of time I worked. I

never filled out any type of timesheet, paper or electronic.
25.

In my capacity as Site Manager, Vox provided me no compensation beyond my

monthly salary.
26.

Regardless of how fast I worked, how many articles I published, or how profitable

Liberty Ballers was for Vox, my monthly salary as Site Manager remained flat.
27.

I was not allowed to share in any advertising revenue that was generated from the

Liberty Ballers site. Rather, to my knowledge, Vox received all such revenue.
28.

In the event that an advertiser approached me, Seth Pollack required me to send

the advertiser to him. In practice, each time an advertiser approached me, I did refer them to
Seth. This happened approximately four times.
29.

Vox did not allow me to advertise my own brand on Liberty Ballers.

30.

During my employment and for six (6) months thereafter, Vox prohibited me

from working for its competitors, including but not limited to ESPN and Bleacher Report.
31.

I did not make any special investment into my job as Site Manager. In carrying

out my duties as Site Manager, I merely utilized my personal computers and smart phones.
32.

Apart from my employment with Vox as a Site Manager, on one occasion, I
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entered into a freelance contract with Vox, which obligated me to write a single feature article
about professional ASEAN Basketball League player Bobby Ray Parks, which was entirely
unrelated to Liberty Ballers.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
10/22/2017

Signed on: ______________

____________________________
JACOB PAVORSKY
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, et al., for
themselves and on behalf of all persons
similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,
v.
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION

:
:
:
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
:
:
:
:
:
:

Defendant.
DECLARATION OF STEPHEN SCHMIDT
STEPHEN SCHMIDT declares:
1.

I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs, in relation to the above-captioned

litigation.
2.

I am an Opt-in Plaintiff in this case. My signed consent form to join this case was

filed with the Court on September 22, 2017. ECF No. 4.
3.

I was employed by Vox Media, Inc. (“Vox”) as a Site Manager for Vox’s

websites known as “We Ain’t Got No History” (from approximately July 1, 2013 through May
31, 2016) and “Twice a Cosmo” (from approximately October 1, 2013 through May 31, 2016).
Both websites are a part of Vox’s SB Nation division.
4.

Prior to serving as Site Manager for We Ain’t Got No History, I was a paid

contributor and before that, an unpaid contributor for the site.
5.

SB Nation consists of over 300 sports websites, the vast majority of the websites

relating to a single sports team, such as We Ain’t Got No History and Twice a Cosmo.
6.

We Ain’t Got No History publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to the
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Chelsea Football Club, a professional English soccer team, which is part of the English Premier
League (“EPL”).
7.

Twice a Cosmo publishes sports journalistic pieces relating to the New York

Cosmos, a professional soccer team, which is part of the North American Soccer League
(“NASL”).
8.

Prior to my tenure as Site Manager at We Ain’t Got No History, I was a paid

contributor. Vox’s soccer League Manager Jeremiah Oshan hired me as Site Manager for the
site.
9.

Beginning in approximately the middle of 2012, I had asked Jeremiah several

times if SB Nation could create a website for the New York Cosmos. Eventually, SB Nation
agreed to launch Twice a Cosmo, and Jeremiah hired me as its Site Manager.
10.

Upon hire for both Site Manager positions, I was not informed that any particular

skill or training was required.
11.

I voluntarily resigned as Site Manager for both sites in May 2017. Vox did not

inform me that there were any consequences for my resignation.
12.

I signed contracts with Vox (“Blogger Agreements”), which related to my

employment as a Site Manager for both sites.
13.

A true and correct copy of my Blogger Agreement for We Ain’t Got No History

is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
14.

A true and correct copy of my Blogger Agreement for Twice a Cosmo is attached

hereto as Exhibit 6.
15.

My Blogger Agreement obligated me to cover each of the Chelsea and Cosmos

games, “post a post-game/event commentary/recap, ideally immediately following the
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completion of any game/event, but in all cases within six (6) hours of the end of each game/event
(including pre-season and post-season), or no later than 9 a.m. Eastern Time the morning
following the game/event, whichever is earlier,”
16.

During the time periods that I served as a Site Manager for each site, my

compensation was always a flat monthly salary.
17.

As Site Manager for Twice a Cosmo, my monthly salary was always $25 per

18.

As Site Manager for We Ain’t Got No History, my monthly salary was initially

month.

$50 per month, which was later raised to $100 per month, and then $200 per month. My
monthly salary for managing this site never exceeded $200.
19.

While I was the Site Manager of We Ain’t Got No History and the Site Manager

of Twice a Cosmo, I worked under Vox’s soccer League Manager Jeremiah Oshan. Jeremiah
managed myself and all the other Site Managers for Vox’s soccer team websites.
20.

Jeremiah regularly sent me and all the other Site Managers daily e-mails and

Slack chat conversations, which provided direction as to how I and my team of staff writers
would write articles for We Ain’t Got No History and Twice a Cosmo.
21.

In these e-mails and Slack chats, Jeremiah frequently tried to get the Site

Managers to increase the number of articles written.
22.

During my employment at Vox, I personally authored over 4, articles between We

Ain’t Got No History and Twice a Cosmo.
23.

In writing articles, Vox required me to add particular search terms and write at

least 150 words per article. To my knowledge, this requirement was made for search engine
optimization purposes, so that Vox could realize more site traffic on We Ain’t Got No History
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and Twice a Cosmo, and therefore more advertising revenue.
24.

Other duties I engaged in as Site Manager included: performing team research,

writing general interest articles about Chelsea and the Cosmos, writing game previews, watching
Chelsea and Cosmos games, writing game recaps, managing the comment sections for We Ain’t
Got No History and Twice a Cosmo as well as the associated Facebook and Twitter feeds to
remove objectionable content, managing a team of other staff writers ranging from about one (1)
to six (6) in number during my time as Site Manager, editing the draft articles written by the staff
writers, communicating with Jeremiah Oshan and the staff writers.
25.

As Site Manager for both We Ain’t Got No History and for Twice a Cosmo, I

regularly worked in total a minimum of 40 hours per week and often as much as 75 hours per
week, which given my monthly salary, was far below $7.25 per hour worked.
26.

I was never provided additional overtime compensation for hours worked over 40

in a particular week.
27.

To my knowledge, Vox did not keep records of the amount of time I worked. I

never filled out any type of timesheet, paper or electronic.
28.

In my capacity as Site Manager, Vox provided me no compensation beyond my

monthly salary.
29.

Regardless of how fast I worked, how many articles I published, or how profitable

We Ain’t Got No History or Twice a Cosmo was for Vox, my monthly salary as Site Manager
remained flat.
30.

My understanding is that during much of my time as Site Manager, We Ain’t Got

No History was the most successful SB Nation soccer website in terms of web traffic, reaching
approximately over three (3) million views per month.
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31.

I was not allowed to share in any advertising revenue that was generated from the

either web site. Rather, to my knowledge, Vox received all such revenue.
32.

In the event that an advertiser approached me, Jeremiah Oshan required me to

send the advertiser to him. In practice, each time an advertiser approached me, I did refer them
to Jeremiah. This happened approximately four times.
33.

Vox did not allow me to advertise my own brand on We Ain’t Got No History or

Twice a Cosmo.
34.

During my employment, Vox prohibited me from working for its competitors,

including but not limited to ESPN and Bleacher Report.
35.

I did not make any special investment into my job as Site Manager. In carrying

out my duties as Site Manager, I merely utilized my personal computers and smart phones.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
10/20/2017

Signed on: ______________

____________________________
STEPHEN SCHMIDT
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NOTICE OF COLLECTIVE ACTION LAWSUIT
Bradley, et al. v. Vox Media, Inc.,d/b/a SB Nation, No. 1:17-cv-1791-RMC
United States District Court for the District of Columbia
TO:

All current or former Site Managers and Managing Editors who performed work in the
United States for Vox Media, Inc. (“Vox”) in its SB Nation business division at any time
since October 23, 2014.
INTRODUCTION

This notice contains important information about your rights under the federal Fair Labor
Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201 et seq. (the “FLSA”).
You have received this notice because Vox’s records indicate that you are or were a Site
Manager or Managing Editor (collectively “Site Manager”) who performed work in the United
States for Vox within its SB Nation business division at any time from October 23, 2014 through
present (the “FLSA Class”).
Plaintiffs Cheryl C. Bradley, John M. Wakefield and Maija Liisa Varda (collectively
“Plaintiffs”) have filed a collective action lawsuit against Vox in the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia. In their Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs claim that Vox violated the
FLSA by failing to pay its Site Managers, as employees entitled to protection under the FLSA, at
least the federal minimum wage (currently $7.25 per hour worked), as well as by failing to
provide Site Managers overtime pay for all hours worked over forty (40) in a week. Vox denies
the allegations in the Amended Complaint because Vox alleges that Site Managers were
“independent contractors” and not “employees” entitled to the protections of the FLSA.
WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO JOIN THIS CASE?
You may be eligible to join this case if you served as a Site Manager or Managing Editor
(collectively “Site Manager”) in the United States within Vox’s SB Nation business division
during any week from October 23, 2014 through present (the “FLSA Class”).
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU JOIN THIS CASE?
If you choose to join this case, you may be required, with the help of Plaintiffs’ lawyers, to
answer written questions, produce documents related to your work as Site Manager or Managing
Editor, attend a deposition, and/or testify in court. You will not be responsible for paying any
lawyers’ fees. Plaintiffs’ lawyers are being paid on contingency, which means that if Plaintiffs
do not receive a recovery in this case, no lawyer fees will be owed. If Plaintiffs obtain a
recovery, either by settlement or judgment, Plaintiffs’ lawyers may, pursuant to the FLSA, file a
request with the Court to receive part of the recovery as compensation for their services. Any
settlement or fee award would require the Court’s approval as being fair and reasonable.
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If Plaintiffs and the other Site Managers win this case, you may receive compensation for unpaid
minimum wages and/or overtime wages. The maximum possible recovery allowed under the
FLSA is double (2x) any unpaid minimum wages and overtime. If you elect to join this case,
you designate the Plaintiffs as your agent to make decisions for the FLSA Class relating to the
litigation, including settlement, lawyer fees and costs, and any other matters relating to this case,
regardless of whether a recovery is ultimately achieved. Thus, if you elect to join this case,
Plaintiffs’ decisions will be binding on you and your claims. A recovery is not guaranteed and
depends on the adjudication of the claims.
YOUR RIGHTS TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS CASE
You have the right to join, or not join, this case. If you fall within the definition of the “FLSA
Class” above, you may join this case by completing, signing, and returning, the enclosed “Opt-In
Consent Form,” by mail or email to:
Vox Site Manager Wage Litigation
James E. Goodley
Jennings Sigmond, P.C.
1835 Market Street, Suite 2800
Philadelphia, PA 19103
jgoodley@jslex.com
If you have any questions or need any assistance, you may contact the Plaintiffs’ attorneys,
James E. Goodley or Marc Gelman of Jennings Sigmond, P.C. at 215-351-0614, or by email at:
jgoodley@jslex.com or mgelman@jslex.com .
To join this case, please complete, sign and mail or e-mail the enclosed Opt-In Consent Form as
soon as possible. Plaintiffs’ lawyers must receive your form by [90 days from date of mailing] in
order to preserve you right to join this case.
RETALIATION AND DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED
The FLSA prohibits Vox from retaliating or discriminating against you in any way because you
elect to join this case. If you suspect you have been retaliated or discriminated against because
of your choice to join this case, you may contact Plaintiffs’ lawyers to so inform them.
PLEASE TAKE NOTE
There is a two (2) year deadline for filing your claims under the FLSA, or three (3) years if the
violation is willful. Plaintiffs have alleged that Vox’s violations of the FLSA were willful, while
Vox denies these allegations. The deadline begins to run from the date(s) in which hours were
worked. Therefore, you should return the form as soon as possible to preserve your claims to the
maximum possible extent.

Please do not contact the Court about this Notice.
2
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CHERYL C. BRADLEY, individually and on :
: Civil Action No.: 1:17-cv-1791
behalf of all persons similarly situated,
:
Plaintiff,
:
:
v.
:
:
:
VOX MEDIA, INC., d/b/a SB NATION
:
:
Defendant.
CONSENT TO JOIN COLLECTIVE ACTION LAWSUIT
Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), I consent to become a party plaintiff in the abovecaptioned Fair Labor Standards Act case, to be represented by Jennings Sigmond, P.C., and to be
bound by judgment of the Court.
I worked as a Site Manager or Managing Editor for SB Nation Website
_____________________ from on or about _____________ (date) to on or about
_____________ (date).

Signature:

______________________

Name:

______________________

Return Form To:

Date of Birth: ______________________
Address:

______________________

Phone:

______________________

e-mail:

______________________

James E. Goodley, Esq.
Jennings Sigmond, P.C.
1835 Market, Suite 2800
Philadelphia, PA 19103
jgoodley@jslex.com
(215) 351-0614
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